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Integration Solution

iorys.com has seamlessly integrated the IBAN.com 
API to offer our clients a robust solution for IBAN 
verification. This integration automates the 
verification process, significantly reducing the risk 
of errors and fraud in international transactions. 
Our implementation ensures that IBAN checks are 
conducted in real-time, providing instant feedback 
and validation.

About iorys
iorys.com is at the forefront of IT solutions for the fintech and online banking 
sectors, specializing in comprehensive services that include payment hubs, 
front office, back office, ledgers, and compliance modules. Our mission is to 

simplify and enhance the operational capabilities of our clients through 
seamless and efficient API integrations.

Problem Statement

In the complex landscape of international finance, 
verifying the accuracy of IBANs presents a 
significant challenge. Incorrect or fraudulent IBANs 
can lead to failed transactions, financial losses, and 
diminished trust. Fintechs and online banks require a 
reliable method to check IBANs efficiently as part of 
their payment processing workflow.

Overview of the IBAN.com API Integration

The IBAN.com API provides a crucial service for 
fintechs and online banks: the ability to verify 
International Bank Account Numbers (IBANs) swiftly 
and accurately. This integration is essential for 
ensuring the reliability and security of cross-border 
payments and financial transactions.
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 Real-time IBAN verification: Ensure accuracy and security in payment processing.
 Reduced transaction failures: Minimize financial losses and operational disruptions.
 Enhanced trust and reliability: Build confidence among customers and partners.
 Seamless integration: Easily incorporate into existing fintech and banking platforms.


Benefits and Features

A fintech company specializing in international remittances utilized our IBAN.com integration to 
streamline their payment process. The result was a 40% reduction in transaction failures and a 
noticeable improvement in customer satisfaction.

Case Studies or Use Cases

Clients can start using the IBAN.com integration by contacting our support team for setup 
instructions. The process involves configuring the API settings within their iorys.com account and 
incorporating the verification step into their transaction workflow.

Getting Started
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Support and Resources

Iorys IBAN verification integration

is used by :

For further assistance, our clients can reach out to our dedicated support team or consult the 
comprehensive documentation available on our website. Additional resources, including FAQs and 
community forums, are also at their disposal.

The integration of IBAN.com's API through iorys.com 
represents a significant advancement in payment 
processing for fintechs and online banks. By solving the 
challenge of IBAN verification, we enable our clients to 
conduct international transactions with confidence and 
efficiency.
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Want to integrate our IBAN.com API within 
your payment hub and drastically speed up 
your payouts ? 



Get In touch with us at :

iorys.com
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